
History Content Notes-The French Revolution  

 Order- rank in society; people are born into it; also called estates 

 1st-Clergy; .5% of population 

 2nd-Nobility (aristocrats with titles such as count or duke); landowners and 

military service to king; 1.5 % of population 

 3rd- common people (peasants, urban workers, small middle class); 98 % of 

population  

 Old Regime- pre-revolution period  

 Was absolutist 

 Nobility has privileges, chief among which was the right not to be taxed 

 3rd estate pays most taxes; tithe to church, a cut to the king, feudal dues  

 Upper middle class gains money but not status; king eventually lets them buy 

titles because he needs money; creates tension  

 Enlightenment begins to challenge ideals as people begin to believe everyone 

has the same rights  

 King Louis XVI goes bankrupt after series of wars, has to abolish privilege; shows 

weakness of system and allows criticism of the monarchy  

 After nobility disagrees on paying taxes the Estates General is summoned to Versailles  

 Estates General- representative assembly of the estates; hasn’t met in over 100 

years 

 Voting is by estate so 3rd estate can easily be beat 

 After disputes over meetings, the 3rd estate declares itself the national 

assembly; gets locked out so they meet at tennis court 

 Tennis Court Oath- won’t disperse until there is a French constitution  

 King orders estates to meet but then uses troops to obstruct 

 Leads to riots, people of Paris storm the Bastille to get gunpowder, they kill the 

leader there 

 This leads France to become a constitutional monarchy  

 Abolition of privileges and nobles renounce feudal rights  

 Religious tolerance of Protestants and Jews  

 Debate over if King Louis XVI should have the veto power, growing conflict 

between king and assembly  

 Louis and family attempt to flee to pro-monarchy Austrian empire; captured 

near border at Varennes; continues to reign but major conflict now 

 Austria and other pro-monarchy forces declare war on France 

 The king is arrested; the monarchy is replaced with a republic; Louis found guilty 

of treason and narrow vote puts him to death; republic wants to rid self of 

anything old regime related  

 The Republic starts the terror  

 Republic is run by national convention: unicameral, democratic elections, no 

executive  

 Invasion by Austria and Prussia has led to food shortages and civil war between 

pro and anti-revolutionaries  



 Leads to an emergency dictatorship by “Committee of Public Safety”- 12 men 

led by Maximillian Robespierre  

 Terror is judicial (encourages snitching and purges deputies), administrative 

(deputies sent to maintain control), religious (against the Catholic church[Old 

Regime]; churches turned into arsenals; earlier the clergy had to take an oath of 

loyalty), and economic (price controls are set) 

 Robespierre and others go too far and are killed  

 Over 40,000 people are killed in the terror  

 Republic lasts five years before being overthrown by the military  

 Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen and Declaration of the rights of Woman and the 

Female Citizen  

 Written under constitutional monarchy by General Lafayette 

 About universal rights and free communication of ideas  

 Is very similar to American Bill of Rights and American Revolution ideas 

(Jefferson helped with this document)  

 Olympe de Gouges- was a playwright who modified the Declaration of the 

Rights of Man and Citizen into the Declaration of the rights of Woman and the 

Female Citizen 

 Olympe wished to point out how revolutionary thinkers were not being true to 

their ideals by not including women; was executed  

* This lesson is important because of the importance of the event and the effects is has had on history 

up until this day. Students will learn about how movements can become radical and also exclusionary. 

They also learn about an event that was important in so far as enacting theories from the 

enlightenment, and influenced thought both for and against it in Europe and to an extent the entire 

world.  

 

 


